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ABSTRACT

Feature tracking is a technique that produces a sea surface

velocity field from sequential images of sea surface brightness

temperature derived from satellite measurements of upwelling radiation

intensity. To test the validity of the vector fields produced by

feature tracking, the trajectories of model water parcels moved by the

vector field are compared with the trajectories of actual drifting

buoys. Six buoys in the Gulf of Mexico during the spring of 1989 serve

as the basis for the comparison. Using feature tracking on two

different image pairs pairs I estimated two velocity vector fields.

then developed and used a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration routine

to move mode] water parcels through the field, using derivatives

supplied by bivariate interpolation directly from the velocity field.

The correlation between parcel and buoy tracks is fairly good over the

first 24 hours, although the results show wide variabillty and indicate

a direction for improvement. Increased proficiency In feature tracking,

advancement to time-dependent fields, and improved interpolation methods

would allow vector fields derived by feature tracking to more closely

mirror kIlometer scale sea surface motion.
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INTRODUCTION

Why Do We Need to Estimate Ocean Surface Flow?

On March 24, 1989, millions of gallons of oil began to spill from

the grounded Exxon Valdez and spread over Alaska(s Prince William Sound.

The Valdez spill, one of the worst ecological disasters ever to occur in

North America, demonstrated the insufficiency of oil spill containment

procedures to cope with major accidents. To better deal with oil spil Is

in the future, response teams must be able to quickly and accurately

determine where the 011 is goIng; they must estimate sea surface flow 1n

the region of the accident. In the past, historical data has been used

to tabulate average surface currents into one-degree latitude-longitude

boxes. However, this method gives unacceptable spatial resolution and

unreliable results [Vukovich, 1984]. In some instances, actual surface

flow is quite different from the historical average for the same region.

Reliable estimation of surface flow is vital not only to oil spill

containment but also to other activities ranging from air-sea rescue to

shr imp harvest predi ct ions. C I ear I y, oceanographers need a genera I 1 y

applicable, easily executable method to estimate ocean surface flow.

Why Use Satel lite Methods to Estimate Ocean Surface Flow?

Ocean surface flow may be measured in a variety of ways. Moored

current meters, tracked drifting buoys, arrays of salinity and

temperature versus depth, shipboard doppler acoustIc log, and other

sources can provide information about water motIon. Some other methods

employ information acquired by satellIte-carried instruments to reveal

the movement of the water. Although satellite methods of estimating
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ocean surface flow have some disadvantages, several inherent advantages

make satellite-based techniques an attractive option.

Satel lite methods of estimating sea surface flow have some

disadvantages. Satellites provide poor small scale resolution because

of their high altitude. Cloud cover and other atmospheric interference

often obscures and may eliminate periods of data. The l n l tial cost

incurred to place a satellite into orb l t Is expensive. Uncertainty in

satel lite data increases for regions of increasing distance from nadir,

the line on the globe directly underneath the satellite. The sate! lite

data used in this study is based on measurements of upwelling infrared

radiation. Since satel lite-based infrared sensors receive thermal

radi at i on on I y from the uppermost millimeter of the ocean, the images

provide no information on changes in deeper water. Motion is estimated

by tracking displacement of temperature features, so the method

eva 1 uated in th i s paper works poor 1 yin water wi th re 1 at i ve 1 y un i form

surface temperature.

However, satellite methods of determining ocean surface flow offer

some advantages that are unmatched by other sources. Each day,

satel lites collect data from every area on the globe. The odds are very

slim that the next major oil spill will occur over an array of current

meters or during a nearby oceanographic cruise. Yet satellites making

oceanographic measurements will have already provided the information

needed to predict the movement of the oil slick. Since satel lites sweep

across a large area in a relatively short time, satellite data 1s very

nearly synoptic, that is, satel lites provide a comprehensive view of the

region of interest as it exists at a single time. Whi l e a ship might
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take several days to make sufficient measurements to cover a large eddy,

satel lites cover it so quickly that its initial and final readings are

vlrtuai tv simultaneous. Satellites offer the most feasible means to

view large areas and mid-ocean regions. Finally, satellites provide an

easy means of gathering data, especially compared to the work required

to put together an oceanographic cruise. Because satellItes offer so

many va) uab] e advantages, oceanographers shou 1 d deve I op ways to use

their remote sensing capabilities in oceanographic research.

What Kind of Satel lIte Data Is Used Here?

This paper examInes a technique which uses data from

satel lite-carried advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR).

TOday AVHRR operates aboard two National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) satell1 tes, NOAA 10 and NOAA 11; AVHRR has been

carried on all satellites in the NOAA series since NOAA 6. NOAA 10 and

NOAA 11 are polar orbiters with a phase difference of about 90 degrees,

so the time between the passing of NOAA 10 and the appearance of NOAA 11

over a reg ion is abou t 6 hours. The orbi t paths make an angl e of 23

degrees with the equator to minimize the effect of solar glare from the

oceans.

A passive instrument, the AVHRR measures the intensity of upwel ling

radiation in various band widths or channels. The radiometer scans back

and forth over lines perpendicular to its path, completing 360 lines per

mi nute. Each 11 ne consl sts of 2048 samp I es, where each samp 1 e is

approximately a 1.1 km y 1.1 km pixel. Because samples on the edges of
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the lines encompass more area than the samples near nadir, samples on

the edges are less reliable.

The various channels of the AVHRR view windows of radIatIon that

are least influenced by atmospheric absorption. Channel 4, a mid

infrared channe I, detects the I ntensi ty of radi at 1 on wi th wave length

between 10.5 microns and 12.5 mIcrons. By compar ing the intensi ty of

channel 4 upwel ling radiation with the radiation expected from a black

body, one may calculate the brightness temperature, an estimate the sea

surface temperature of the sample. Often channel 5 is combined with

channel 4 to produce more precise temperature readings. However, this

paper evaluates a surface flow estimation procedure which uses only

channel 4 AVHRR. Combining channels obscures gradients, and since the

method evaluated here tracks movement of brightness temperature

features, the gradients should be as sharp as possible.

How Is Surface Flow Estimated from AVHRR Images?

Several methods have been developed to estimate surface flow fields

from AVHRR images. The techniques generally estimate velocIty either by

tracking features in the brightness temperature between sequential

images or by processing the Image under various physical constraints

( Ke I I y , 1 988) • Vukovich (1984) derived sea surface temperature

distributions from single AVHRR images and related them to surface

salinity (MolInari, et e l , 1976). Given the temperature and salinity,

Vukovich calculated density (Eckart, 1958) and from the density gradient

calculated the geostrophic current. Emery, et al (1986) objectively

tracked water between sequential images by converting the AVHRR images
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into images of sea surface temperature gradi ent and then I ocat i ns the

maximum correlation of 22 by 22 pixel sections of the first image with

32 by 32 pixel sections of the second image.

This paper examines a technique called feature tracking, a

technIque of interactively tracking brightness temperature features

between sequential AVHRR images. This method was presented by Vastano

and Borders (1984) and extended by Vastano and Reid (1985). The method

utilizes a pair of AVHRR channel 4 images separated by about 24 hours.

By fl ickering back and forth between the images on a high resolution

mon i tor, the invest 1 gator i nteracti ve I y determl nes the di sp 1 acement of

temperature patterns and indicates the displacement with a vector. The

velocity is then the displacement vector divided by the time between the

images. This method generates a nonuniformly distributed flow field

capable of velocity resolution down to a few kilometers/day. Since the

investigator subjectively determines feature displacement, vector fields

are somewhat irreproducIble; another investigator repeating the same

procedure would see 51 ightly different displacements and hence would

produce a sl ightly different vector field.

What Is the Purpose of this Paper?

The purpose of this paper Is to present the results of an effort to

sea-truth velocity vectors derived using feature tracking. To sea-truth

means to compare the results derived from the estimation with actual

events which occurred in the sea; In this case, sea-truthing means

comparing trajectories of model water parcels moved by the estimated
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velocity fields with the satellite-tracked trajectories of real drifting

buoys drogued to 2.7 meters.

How Does the Sea-Truthlng Proceed?

The procedure of sea-truthing consists of four stages. The first

step is selecting and processing the buoy data set which will serve as a

reference. The raw buoy I at I tude and I ongi tude fIxes are fit ted by

cubic splines, to provide buoy position at any instant. The second step

is creating the water parcel model, a model which uses the velocity

vectors produced in the feature track i ng to move mode 1 water parce I s

1 nserted at 1 oca tl ons on the actua I buoy tracks. The th i rd step is

selecting and processing the AVHRR images, producing the velocity vector

fields using feature tracking. The final step is projecting the motion

of the model water parcels on the days of the vector fieldS and

comparing the model trajectory with the actual trajectory.

DATA

AVHRR Images

The AVHRR image data base available for this study covered the Gulf

of Mex 1 co from March 6 to Apr l l 30. However, clouds obscured the

upwel ling radiation in many of the images; some images were rendered

completely unusable. Usable images were navigated and registered to a

Mercator proj ect Ion with an uncertainty of 1 km. The patterns of

infrared radiation intensity were then converted into sea surface

brightness temperature dl str Ibut l ons , but no correction was made for

atmospheric interference. The absolute water temperatures in the images
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were not important, on I y the dl fferences. For the actua I feature

tracking, I used 512 pixel by 512 pixel images that had been sectioned

out of the original swath of data. All of the buoys dld not fit into a

single 512 by 512 image, so I concentrated on the northwestern corner of

the Gulf of Mexico, an area which contained most of the buoy

trajectories. I selected March 10 to March 12 as the ideal window for

the study; the images were clear, features were sharp, and three buoy

tracks were available.

The first pair of images (Figure la) Is from the NOAA 10 AVHRR. The

first image is March 10 at 14:23 while the second is 23 hours, 37

minutes later. The images are shown in a banded enhancement, an

enhancement which reveals gradients weI I but offers no correlation

between color and temperature. Clouds interfere with the southern

portions of the first image but the area containing buoys is clear.

The AVHRR aboard NOAA 11 provides the second image pair (Figure

lb). The images are separated by 23 hours, 50 minutes, with the first

image beginning at 08:47 on March 11. These images exhibi t a linear

enhancement, in which darker color represent warmer water and lighter

co 1 ors ref 1 ect coo I er water. In pract ice, I used a l l near enhancemen t

on the images while tracking features. To produce the maximum contrast

of the features, I refIt each linear enhancement to the subset of sea

surface temperatures in the smaller viewing areas used for tracking.



FIG. 10. NOAR 10 RVHRR Images shown in repealing bond ennoncemenl.

top: Morcrl 10. 1'1:23 GMT bot i om: Morch 11. 1'1:00 GMT

8
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FIG. lb. NORR 11 RVHRR images shown in conllnuous linear enhancemenl.

LOp: Marc� 11 ,08:47 GMT bollom: Morch 12, 08:37 GMT
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Dr i ft i ng Buoys

A set of six United States Coast Guard <USCG) drifting buoys

deployed over the Texas-Louisiana shelf during March 1989 serves as the

reference for the sea-truth i ng. Figure 2 i ndl cates the comp 1 ete buoy

record and the buoy positions on March 10 through March 12, the period

of th i s study. The dr i fters were I aunched by USCG aircraft and Texas

A&M University/s R/V GYRE. Information on the initial and final

positions of the buoys appears in Appendix A, Table Ai. Five of the

buoys grounded, and two were recovered and redeployed during the eight

weeks of the tracking. Satel lite-based ARGOS reported the posi t ions

these sha 11 ow-drogued (2. 7m) buoys and made 4 to 8 fIxes per day wi th

uncertainty of about SOOm. Only three of the buoys fell within the

spatial window during the two days of the image pairs selected for the

sea-truthing, so much more reference track is available for other

independent comparisons.

To provide a source of buoy locations at convenient times, I fit

the time ,series of buoy latitudes and longitudes with cubic splines. By

using the spline subroutines in the National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR) software package, the buoy posltion and velocity could

be calculated anywhere along the trajectory easily and accurately. The

spline fit also smoothed the track of the buoy, thereby removing from

the buoy traJ ector 1 es some of the effects of random noi se due the

uncertainty of the ARGOS fixes.
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DATA PROCESSING

Parcel Mover

To test the reliability of velocity fields developed by the parcel

tracking technique, I developed a model which uses the vectors to move a

tracer or parcel through any velocity field. In thIs model, a parcel is

inserted into a velocity field at any specified time and location. The

parce] I s then moved ina sequence of short time steps with ve l oc it y

interpolated from the surrounding field to the parcel location. By

recording each intermediate parcel position, the trajectory of the mode]

water parcel can be compared with actual buoy trajectories.

I used a fourth-order Runge-Kutta formula to integrate the model

trajectory. The Runge-Kutta formula is similar in concept to the Euler

method: derivatives are evaluated at a point and the particle is then

moved at that velocity for a short time interval. Repetition of this

process computes the integral. The Runge-Kutta method differs from the

Euler method in that four derivatives, rather than a single derivative,

are computed for each time step of length h. One derivative is computed

at the starting point, two are computed at estimated midpoints, and a

fourth is computed at an estimated endpoint.

d1 = h * f/(t(n),x(n),y(n» (1)

d2 = h * f/(t(n)+h/2,x(n)+d1/2,y(n» (2)

d3 = h * f/(t(n)+h/2,x(n)+d2l2,y(n» (3)

d4 = h * f/(t(n)+h,x(n)+d3,y(n» (4)

A suitably chosen lInear combination of these derivatives

xcn+r : = x(n) + (dl/6) + (d2l3) + (d3/3) + (d4l6) + O(h**5) (5)
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eliminates errors of order less than fifth. A similar calculation is

performed for y(t). Numerical Recipes (Press, et a l , 1986) contains a

more detai 1 ed exp I anat i on of the theory and the imp 1 ementati on of the

Runge-Kutta method.

I calculated the derivatives by interpolating from the nonuniformly

scattered velocity vectors to a velocity at the point of interest.

Although I never found a two-dimensional interpolator that was

completely satisfactory, I settled on bivariate interpolation routine

developed by Akima (1975). Interpolation from vector-s' located on a

regular grid produces more reliable results.

Although the Runge-Kutta method is suitable for a time-dependent

field, the fields I am using are time-independent. Given more time I

would combine vector fields into a time-dependent series. A

time-dependent flow field is physically more realistic and would produce

a more accurate model trajectory.

Flow Fields

next employed the feature tracking method to produce velocity

fields. From the two image pairs selected earl l er , I produced two

nonuniformly scattered vector fields over the Texas-Louisiana shelf, as

shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. Flow in both images is highest in the

area farthest away from the coast.

To properly use the feature tracking method, several precautions

most be observed. If possible, use images 24 hours apart. A 24 hour

lag between images filters diurnal and semidiurnal periodic motion and

effects, factors such as tides and solar elevation. Before tracking
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i ndi v 1 dua 1 fea tures , study the changes between the images on a 1 arge

scale. What may appear to be slow motion in one direction when viewed

in a narrowly focused zoom may obviously be rapid motion in another

direction when seen on a broader scale. Once the qualitative motion of

a region is clear, zoom in more closely to carefully track the features.

Since color is a function of the particular enhancement given to an

image, avoid tracking color. Color changes between images may be due to

heating or cool ing rather than advection. A sl ight change in the

enhancement will alter the apparent mot! on imp l ! ed by co lor changes.

When tracking features, investigate motion of distinct gradients first.

These vectors can serve as guidelines for filling in more obscure areas

of the field. Motion along fronts is easily fol lowed, while sma I 1 scale

turbulence Is difficult to represent.

SEA-TRUTHING

To sea-truth the buoy trajectories, I inserted model water parcels

into the feature tracking vector field� at locations determined by the

actual buoy trajectories. Each parcel was moved for 48 hours, and then

the model trajectories were compared to the splines fit to the actual

buoy positions. In practice, vector fields derived via feature tracking

are used for per i ods of 24 hours or less, never for two days. Often,

these vector fields are used to initiate sophisticated flow models which

anticipate and account for changes in the flow pattern over time.

For each of the velocity fields I used two different model water

parcel starting positions per buoy. The first starting position was the

buoy location at the time of the first AVHRR image, while the second
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starting position was the buoy position 12 hours earlier. Five parcels

are inc I uded in each image to prov i de a broader picture of the flow

field. A star marks the start of each track, a circle marks 00:00 GMT

on the parcel tracks, and a square marks 00:00 GMT on the buoy track.

The first comparison of tracks uses the day 69:14 - 70:14 (March 10

14:37 to March 11 14:00) vector field. The parcels are started on March

10 at 14:00 and move for two days. Figures 4-6 illustrate the results.

In the region about USCG 4571 I overestimated the toward the east, while

in the region around USCG 4573 I underestimated the flow to the west.

The track of USCG 4574 indicates a reversal in the flow field during the

time of the vector image, an occurrence wh i ch can not be represen ted

with these time-invarient fields.

Comparison with the day 70:08-71:08 (March 11 08:47 to March 12

08:37) vector field reveals closer correlation. Figures 7-9 indicate

the resu Its of parce 1 s star ted on March 11 at 08: 00. The parce 1 has

close agreement with the buoy over the first day, with velocity still

slightly overestimated toward the east. USCG 4573 is trapped in a small

eddy, a feature poorly represented by the vector field. The water

parcel remains fairly close over the first day, but because the field is

time-invarient it travels in a direction opposite the buoy on the second

day. The parcel follows USCG 4574 closely the over the first 24 hours,

but fails to change with the buoy over the second 24 hours.

In an effort to minimize the effect of the time-invarient flow

field, I next centered the flow field within the 48 hour test window.

The parcel generally followed the buoy more closely than in the previous
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two tests. Figures 10 and 11 revea 1 the product of the day 69: 14 -

70:14 velocity vectors with parcels starting at 02:00 on March 10. The

field still overestimates the flow toward the east around USCG 4571 and

underestimates the flow toward the west around USCG 4573. USCG 4574 was

not in the water at 02:00 on March 10.

Parcels started on March 10 at 20:00 show the strongest correlation

with the buoy trajectories. Figures 12-14 show the tracks produced by

the day 70:08 - 71:08 vector field. The parcels mirror USCG 4571 and

USCG 4573 closely, and the parcel diverges from USCG 4574 only toward

the end of the second 24 hour period.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

For each trial, I calculated the hourly error in the model track,

the dl stance between the mode 1 parce 1 and the actua I buoy after each

hour time step. The results of the sea-truthing are depicted in Figures

15-18. Considering all trials, the rms error in position was 9.468 km

after one day and 15.296 km after two days. Appendix B, Table B1

contains a more complete breakdown of the rms error.

The rms error var ied considerabl y between di fferent test cases.

For parcels moved by the first field, the rms errors are 13.266 km after

24 hours and 19.640 km after 48 hours; in contrast, parcels moved by the

second field have rms errors of only 4.203 km after 24 hours and 10.366

km after 48 hours. Parcels started at the same time as the first image

have an rms error of 10.709 km after one day and 16.'07 km after two.

For parcels initiated 12 hours before the first image of the pair, rms

errors were 7.331 km after 24 hours and 13.406 km after 48 hours.
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The reliability the vector fields produced by the feature tracking

method shows a high degree of variabilIty between the two fields. The

variabillty is probably a result of my inexperience with the parcel

tracking method, rather than a faul t of the method i tsel f. Since the

method 1 s subj ectl ve, if I aga 1 n der i ved vector fie I ds from the same

images I would probably get different results. I had more assistance

and experience when I produced the second field; consequently, it

consistently had lower rms errors. Results vl l l improve as I become

more proficient at tracking features.

The results also improve when the reference track is centered on

the time midway between the images rather than started at the time of

the first image. Since the field is time-invarIent, extending the field

beyond a single day produces unreliable results. Again the fault lies

not with the feature tracking method but wl th the way the fields are

used. Using a single field impl ies that the ocean is dynamically

static, generally an invalid assumption. Results would improve if

several fields were produced and combined into a time-dependent series.

In practice, a velocity field derIved from feature tracking Is used only

during the time spanned by the AVHRR images. More sophisticated models

wh i ch are in i ti a I i zed by these ve 1 oc I ty fie Ids successfu 11 y represent

the time evolution of the sea surface flow.

A third way to improve the results is to provide a more accurate

velocity interpolation. The interpolator I used does not produce a

smooth fit over the fIeld, nor does it efficiently deal wIth very large

numbers of vectors. Sparse data regions will be a problem for any

interpolator, but some other methods might yield more reasonable
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results. One option is to use the bivariate method to interpolate to a

uniform grid and then to fit splines to cover the entire region. The

field would then be smooth, and interpolation would be more efficient.

Yet the resulting velocities would be farther removed from the original

data. We need to find a better method of interpolation.

However, even with a more proficient feature tracker,

time-dependent vector fields, and an improved interpolator, the

correspondence between parcels moved by the vector field and drifting

buoys wil I be imperfect. Errors are inherent in the satellite fixes on

the buoy, in the brightness temperature values of the AVHRR images, in

the navigation of the AVHRR images, in the tracking of thermal features,

and in the integration of parcel motion. Oceanic motion is very

complex, and motion on scales less than 1 km Is invisible to the AVHRR

images. The best we can hope for is to closely represent the motion on

the scale of a few kilometers, a level possible with the AVHRR feature

tracking method. Velocity fields produced by feature tracking seem best

suited for large scale, qualitative descriptions of sea surface flow and

for initialization of more sophisticated flow models which account for

dynamic changes in the field.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE Al. Drifting buoy initial and final times and positions.

Initial Final

Buoy Date GMT Position Date GMT Position

4571 Mar. 7 15:30 -93.831E,26.608N Apr. 25 14:05 -96.369E,28.405N

4572 Mar. 7 07:56 -91.561E,27.033N Apr. 27 07:39 -93.071E,29.373N

4573A Mar .

.., 19: 17 -95.367E,28.661N Mar. 13 19:53 -95.905E,28.548N,

4573B Mar. 25 13:53 -95.734E,27.839N Apr. 27 07:39 -97.191E,27.637N

4574 Mar. 10 09:05 -94.048E,27.844N Mar. 21 15:21 -93.381E,28.239N

4575 Mar. 12 07:03 -91.773E,28.313N Apr. 20 01 :57 -97. 145E,26.340N

4576A Mar. 11 18:37 -92.979E,29.053N Mar. 28 20:46 -95.815E,28.662N

4576B Apr. 22 01:10 -94.931E,27.496N Apr. 29 20: 18 -93.778E,28.278N
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APPENDIX B

TABLE B1. RMS distance between model parcels and actual buoys.

EMS Dl�taD�� (�11Qm�t�t:�)
Trials Trials Trials Trials

Hours using using started at started 12
after All 69: 14 70:08 time of hours before
start trials vectors yectQrs first image first image

0 0.043 0.042 0.044 0.041 0.045

0.712 0.955 0.412 0.756 0.655

2 1.416 1.919 0.780 1.510 1.295

3 2.054 2.808 1.079 2.230 1 .821

6 3.798 5.260 1.840 4.125 3.363

12 6.257 8.901 2.401 6.794 5.545

24 9.468 13.266 4.203 10.709 7.331

48 15.296 19.640 10.366 16.707 13.406


